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In 2002, a researcher for The Harvard Crimson came across a restricted archive labeled "Secret Court Files, 1920." The mystery he uncovered involved a tragic scandal in which Harvard University secretly
put a dozen students on trial for homosexuality and then systematically and persistently tried to ruin their lives. In May of 1920, Cyril Wilcox, a freshman suspended from Harvard, was found sprawled dead on
his bed, his room filled with gas--a suicide. The note he left behind revealed his secret life as part of a circle of (cut "young") homosexual students.The resulting witch hunt and the lives it cost remains one of
the most shameful episodes in the history of America's premiere university. Supported by legendary Harvard President Lawrence Lowell, Harvard conducted its investigation in secrecy. Several students
committed suicide; others had their lives destroyed by an ongoing effort on the part of Harvard to destroy their reputations. Harvard's Secret Court is a deeply moving indictment of the human toll of
intolerance and the horrors of injustice that can result when a powerful institution loses its balance.
After World War II, the major powers faced social upheaval at home and anti-colonial wars around the globe. Alarmed by conflict in Korea that could change U.S.-Soviet relations from chilly to nuclear,
ordinary people and policymakers created a fantasy of a bipolar Cold War world in which global and domestic order was paramount, Masuda Hajimu shows.
In this much needed resource, Maryellen Weimer-one of the nation's most highly regarded authorities on effective college teaching-offers a comprehensive work on the topic of learner-centered teaching in
the college and university classroom. As the author explains, learner-centered teaching focuses attention on what the student is learning, how the student is learning, the conditions under which the student is
learning, whether the student is retaining and applying the learning, and how current learning positions the student for future learning. To help educators accomplish the goals of learner-centered teaching,
this important book presents the meaning, practice, and ramifications of the learner-centered approach, and how this approach transforms the college classroom environment. Learner-Centered Teaching
shows how to tie teaching and curriculum to the process and objectives of learning rather than to the content delivery alone.
A novel of man's inhumanity to man and a brilliant study of everyday anti-semitism at work in society, FOCUS is set in Brooklyn in the last years of World War 2. It is the story of Lawrence Newman, office
worker and ordinary anti-semite, who suddenly is mistaken for a Jew when he begins to wear glasses. The change in his appearance leads inevitably to him experiencing the bigotry of the neighbours he'd
been friendly with before; and in due course he finds support and understanding with one of the very Jewish immigrants he had previously so despised. This highly allegorical novel, possibly the first in
American literature to deal directly with anti-semitism, is narrated with Miller's customary eloquence, and incorporates a cleverty-fashioned subplot concerning Newman's marriage to a woman whom he once
refused to employ. This edition includes a preface entitled 'The Face in the Mirror: Anti-Semitism Then and Now', in which Miller writes: 'Focus is much involved with impersonations. Its central image is the
turning lens of the mind of an anti-Semitic man forced by his circumstances to see anew his own relationships to the Jew.' This novel explores the consequences which unravel once L
A comprehensive tool to help boost your score on the English, Reading, and Writing portions of the ACT If you’re one of the more than 1.8 million high school students who take the ACT every year and want
to boost your English, Reading, and Writing score, than this is the ideal study resource for you! McGraw-Hill Education’s Conquering ACT English, Reading, and Writing, Third Edition is the most complete, indepth review guide available for all of the verbal topics tested on the ACT. The author, an expert ACT instructor, is founder and president of Advantage Education, Inc.—one of America’s most respected
providers of school-based test-prep classes. He has prepared thousands of students over the course of 20+ years resulting in strategies that work and are field tested. Score-raising features include: • 2
practice ACT English tests • 2 practice ACT Reading tests • 3 practice ACT Writing tests • A diagnostic test for each English and Reading section to help you assess your strengths and weaknesses •
Realistic practice questions explanations that reflect the new paired-passage format on the Reading Test • Coverage of basic reading, writing, and grammar usage skills • Comprehensive overview of the
updated Essay format, including information on scoring • Hundreds of questions for test-takers who want to maximize their score on the english, reading and writing section • Companion Online Practice Plus
website offers additional ACT practice and test information
ALA Best Book for Young Adults ? School Library Journal Best Book ? Publishers Weekly Best Book ? IRA/CBC Children's Choice ? NCTE Notable Children's Book in the Language Arts A Vietnamese girl
plants six lima beans in a Cleveland vacant lot. Looking down on the immigrant-filled neighborhood, a Romanian woman watches suspiciously. A school janitor gets involved, then a Guatemalan family. Then
muscle-bound Curtis, trying to win back Lateesha. Pregnant Maricela. Amir from India. A sense of community sprouts and spreads. Newbery-winning author Paul Fleischman uses thirteen speakers to bring to
life a community garden's founding and first year. The book's short length, diverse cast, and suitability for adults as well as children have led it to be used in countless one-book reads in schools and in cities
across the country. Seedfolks has been drawn upon to teach tolerance, read in ESL classes, promoted by urban gardeners, and performed in schools and on stages from South Africa to Broadway. The
book's many tributaries—from the author's immigrant grandfather to his adoption of two brothers from Mexico—are detailed in his forthcoming memoir, No Map, Great Trip: A Young Writer's Road to Page One.
"The size of this slim volume belies the profound message of hope it contains." —Christian Science Monitor And don’t miss Joyful Noise: Poems for Two Voices, the Newbery Medal-winning poetry collection!
This Squid Ink Classic includes the full text of the work plus MLA style citations for scholarly secondary sources, peer-reviewed journal articles and critical essays for when your teacher requires extra
resources in MLA format for your research paper.

Excel on the ACT's English, reading, and writing sections and get top scores on the exam! If you're struggling with ACT English, reading, or writing, you can rest easy--the
revised and updated edition of McGraw-Hill's Conquering ACT English, Reading, and Writing is here. Written by an expert ACT instructor, this book offers intensive review for all
of the verbal question types on the ACT, as well as for the ACT Writing Test. The book covers basic reading, writing, and grammar/usage skills, accompanied by numerous
examples. You'll also get to practice with intensive ACT-style drills and full-length sample test sections. And for more help, go to MHPracticePlus.com for additional ACT practice
and test information.
This insightful book offers a careful, intelligent look at doubt--at some of its common sources, the challenges it presents, and the opportunities it may open up in a person's quest
for faith.
An annotated adaptation of Dickens' Classic Christmas tale. Each Spotlight Edition maintains the rich integrity of the original work while adapting the language to be more
accessible to the average reader.In addition to providing a more readable text, Prestwick House Spotlight Editions are enhabced, providing readers with thoughtful guided
reading questions and margin notes to help navigate trhe text; suggestions for thought and discussion; research opportunities for richer understanding of the text and its contexts;
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and suggested writing activities to foster deeper thinking.
This report from the National Task Force on Civic Learning and Democratic Engagement calls on the nation to reclaim higher education's civic mission. Commissioned by the
Department of Education and released at a White House convening in January 2012, the report pushes back against a prevailing national dialogue that limits the mission of
higher education to workforce preparation and training while marginalizing disciplines basic to democracy. It calls on educators and public leaders to advance a 21st century
vision of college learning for all students, a vision with civic learning and democratic engagement an expected part of every student's college education. The report documents
the nation's anemic civic health and includes recommendations for action that address campus culture, general education, and civic inquiry as part of major and career fields as
well as hands on civic problem solving across differences. This report was prepared at the invitation of the U.S. Department of Education under the leadership of the Global
Perspective Institute, Inc. (GPI) and AAC&U. It was developed with input from a series of national roundtables involving leaders from all parts of the higher education and civic
renewal communities.
During a vicious persecution of the clergy in Mexico, a worldly priest, the 'whisky priest', is on the run. With the police closing in, his routes of escape are being shut off, his
chances getting fewer. But compassion and humanity force him along the road to his destiny, reluctant to abandon those who need him, and those he cares for.
Gearing up for the AP Chemistry exam? AP Chemistry For Dummies is packed with all the resources and help you need to do your very best. This AP Chemistry study guide
gives you winning test-taking tips, multiple-choice strategies, and topic guidelines, as well as great advice on optimizing your study time and hitting the top of your game on test
day. This user-friendly guide helps you prepare without perspiration by developing a pre-test plan, organizing your study time, and getting the most out or your AP course. You’ll
get help understanding atomic structure and bonding, grasping atomic geometry, understanding how colliding particles produce states, and much more. Two full-length practice
exams help you build your confidence, get comfortable with test formats, identify your strengths and weaknesses, and focus your studies. Discover how to Create and follow a
pretest plan Understand everything you must know about the exam Develop a multiple-choice strategy Figure out displacement, combustion, and acid-base reactions Get familiar
with stoichiometry Describe patterns and predict properties Get a handle on organic chemistry nomenclature Know your way around laboratory concepts, tasks, equipment, and
safety Analyze laboratory data Use practice exams to maximize your score AP Chemistry For Dummies gives you the support, confidence, and test-taking know-how you need to
demonstrate your ability when it matters most.
In this expanded edition of her spiritual formation classic, Ruth Haley Barton invites us to an honest exploration of what happens when spiritual leaders lose track of their souls.
Weaving together contemporary illustrations with penetrating insight from the life of Moses, Barton explores topics such as facing the loneliness of leadership, leading from your
authentic self, reenvisioning the promised land and more.
Now a major motion picture starring Kate Winslet Tilly Dunnage left her hometown of Dungatar in rural Australia under a black cloud of accusation. Years later Tilly, now a couturier for the
Paris fashion houses, returns home to make amends with her mentally unstable mother. Mid-century Dungatar is a small town, and small towns have long memories. At first she wins over the
suspicious locals with her extraordinary dressmaking skills. But when the eccentric townsfolk turn on Tilly for a second time, she decides to teach them a lesson and exact long-overdue
revenge... Packed with memorable characters, acid humour and luscious clothes, The Dressmaker is an irresistible gothic tale of small-town revenge.
In Robert Ward's The Crucible: Creating an American Musical Nationalism, Robert Paul Kolt explores the life of the American composer Robert Ward through an examination of his most
popular and enduring work, The Crucible. Focusing on the musical-linguistic relationships within the opera, Kolt demonstrates Ward's unique synthesis of text and music, one that lends itself
to the perception of American musical nationalism. This book contains the most thorough and in-depth biography of Ward yet in print. Based on interviews with the composer, Kolt presents
new information about Ward's life and career, focusing on his opera and examining the formation and construction of The Crucible's libretto and score, in turn offering new insights into the
process of composing an opera. Kolt observes how the libretto's linguistic aspects helped Ward formulate the opera's melodic and rhythmic musical material. A detailed and unique analysis of
the opera, particularly the musical and linguistic techniques Ward employed, demonstrates how these techniques lend themselves to the opera's reception as a work of American musical
nationalism. The book also provides yet unpublished information on Arthur Miller's play, examining how it came to be written and soon after became the basis for Ward's work. Several
appendixes provide a fuller picture, including a deleted scene from Miller's play and Ward's version of the scene, a chronological overview of the Salem Witchcraft Trials, and illustrations and
photo reproductions from Ward's manuscript.
In 1989, the Berlin Wall fell; shortly afterwards the two Germanies reunited, and East Germany ceased to exist. In Stasiland, winner of the 2004 Samuel Johnson Prize, Anna Funder tells
extraordinary tales from the underbelly of the former East Germany, a country where the headquarters of the secret police can become a museum literally overnight, and one in fifty East
Germans were informing on their countrymen and women. She meets Miriam, who as a sixteen-year-old might have started the Third World War, visits the man who painted the line which
became the Berlin Wall and gets drunk with the legendary 'Mik Jegger' of the East, who the authorities once declared - to his face - to 'no longer exist'.
Presents a multifaceted model of understanding, which is based on the premise that people can demonstrate understanding in a variety of ways.
This best-selling undergraduate textbook from leading academics Kirsty Horsey & Erika Rackley gives a comprehensive grounding in tort law and carefully chosen learning features help
students to become engaged and critical thinkers. This lively and though-provoking account allows students to understand rather than simply learn the law. The problem questions in each
chapter help students to understand how the law works in its practical context and to begin to consider potential issues and debates. Carefully chosen features such as 'counterpoint' and
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'pause for reflection' boxes enable students to think more deeply and critically about the law. The text is accompanied by an extensive Online Resource Centre, which includes the following
resources: - Downloadable annotated judgments, statutes, and problem questions - Outline answers to questions in the book - Annotated web links to external web resources and videos Flashcard glossary of legal terms used in the book - Additional content on elements of a claim in the tort of negligence and on product liability - Test bank of 200 questions and answers for
lecturers' use in assessing students
"The White Devil" by John Webster. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and nonfiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
LitPlan Teacher Packs have a foundation of materials for teaching works of literature. Over one hundred pages including short answer study questions, multiple choice quiz questions,
discussion questions, writing assignments, vocabulary worksheets, daily lessons, unit tests, games, puzzles, review materials, bulletin board ideas, and much more.
Keith Devlin and Jonathan Borwein, two well-known mathematicians with expertise in different mathematical specialties but with a common interest in experimentation in mathematics, have joined forces to
create this introduction to experimental mathematics. They cover a variety of topics and examples to give the reader a good sense of the current sta
An annotated adaptation of London's classic. Each Spotlight Edition maintains the rich integrity of the original work while adapting the language to be more accessible to the average reader.In addition to
providing a more readable text, Prestwick House Spotlight Editions are enhabced, providing readers with thoughtful guided reading questions and margin notes to help navigate trhe text; suggestions for
thought and discussion; research opportunities for richer understanding of the text and its contexts; and suggested writing activities to foster deeper thinking.
College Chemistry Multiple Choice Questions and Answers (MCQs): Quizzes & Practice Tests with Answer Key PDF, College Chemistry Worksheets & Quick Study Guide covers exam review worksheets to
solve problems with 1400 solved MCQs. "College Chemistry MCQ" PDF with answers covers concepts, theory and analytical assessment tests. "College Chemistry Quiz" PDF book helps to practice test
questions from exam prep notes. Chemistry study guide provides 1400 verbal, quantitative, and analytical reasoning solved past question papers MCQs. College Chemistry Multiple Choice Questions and
Answers PDF download, a book covers solved quiz questions and answers on chapters: atomic structure, basic chemistry, chemical bonding: chemistry, experimental techniques, gases, liquids and solids
worksheets for college and university revision guide. "College Chemistry Quiz Questions and Answers" PDF download with free sample test covers beginner's questions and mock tests with exam workbook
answer key. College chemistry MCQs book, a quick study guide from textbooks and lecture notes provides exam practice tests. "College Chemistry Worksheets" PDF book with answers covers problem
solving in self-assessment workbook from chemistry textbooks with past papers worksheets as: Worksheet 1: Atomic Structure MCQs Worksheet 2: Basic Chemistry MCQs Worksheet 3: Chemical Bonding
MCQs Worksheet 4: Experimental Techniques MCQs Worksheet 5: Gases MCQs Worksheet 6: Liquids and Solids MCQs Practice test Atomic Structure MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ questions:
Atoms, atomic spectrum, atomic absorption spectrum, atomic emission spectrum, molecules, azimuthal quantum number, Bohr's model, Bohr's atomic model defects, charge to mass ratio of electron,
discovery of electron, discovery of neutron, discovery of proton, dual nature of matter, electron charge, electron distribution, electron radius and energy derivation, electron velocity, electronic configuration of
elements, energy of revolving electron, fundamental particles, Heisenberg's uncertainty principle, hydrogen spectrum, magnetic quantum number, mass of electron, metallic crystals properties, Moseley law,
neutron properties, orbital concept, photons wave number, Planck's quantum theory, properties of cathode rays, properties of positive rays, quantum numbers, quantum theory, Rutherford model of atom,
shapes of orbitals, spin quantum number, what is spectrum, x rays, and atomic number. Practice test Basic Chemistry MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ questions: Basic chemistry, atomic mass, atoms,
molecules, Avogadro's law, combustion analysis, empirical formula, isotopes, mass spectrometer, molar volume, molecular ions, moles, positive and negative ions, relative abundance, spectrometer, and
stoichiometry. Practice test Chemical Bonding MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ questions: Chemical bonding, chemical combinations, atomic radii, atomic radius periodic table, atomic, ionic and
covalent radii, atoms and molecules, bond formation, covalent radius, electron affinity, electronegativity, electronegativity periodic table, higher ionization energies, ionic radius, ionization energies, ionization
energy periodic table, Lewis concept, and modern periodic table. Practice test Experimental Techniques MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ questions: Experimental techniques, chromatography,
crystallization, filter paper filtration, filtration crucibles, solvent extraction, and sublimation. Practice test Gases MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ questions: Gas laws, gas properties, kinetic molecular
theory of gases, ideal gas constant, ideal gas density, liquefaction of gases, absolute zero derivation, applications of Daltons law, Avogadro's law, Boyle's law, Charles law, Daltons law, diffusion and effusion,
Graham's law of diffusion, ideality deviations, kinetic interpretation of temperature, liquids properties, non-ideal behavior of gases, partial pressure calculations, plasma state, pressure units, solid's properties,
states of matter, thermometry scales, and van der Waals equation. Practice test Liquids and Solids MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ questions: Liquid crystals, types of solids, classification of solids,
comparison in solids, covalent solids, properties of crystalline solids, Avogadro number determination, boiling point, external pressure, boiling points, crystal lattice, crystals and classification, cubic close
packing, diamond structure, dipole-dipole forces, dipole induced dipole forces, dynamic equilibrium, energy changes, intermolecular attractions, hexagonal close packing, hydrogen bonding, intermolecular
forces, London dispersion forces, metallic crystals properties, metallic solids, metal's structure, molecular solids, phase changes energies, properties of covalent crystals, solid iodine structure, unit cell, and
vapor pressure.
Clinical supervision (CS) is emerging as the crucible in which counselors acquire knowledge and skills for the substance abuse (SA) treatment profession, providing a bridge between the classroom and the
clinic. Supervision is necessary in the SA treatment field to improve client care, develop the professionalism of clinical personnel, and maintain ethical standards. Contents of this report: (1) CS and Prof¿l.
Develop. of the SA Counselor: Basic info. about CS in the SA treatment field; Presents the ¿how to¿ of CS.; (2) An Implementation Guide for Admin.; Will help admin. understand the benefits and rationale
behind providing CS for their program¿s SA counselors. Provides tools for making the tasks assoc. with implementing a CS system easier. Illustrations.
Summarizes core information for quick reference in the workplace, using tables and checklists wherever possible. Essential reading for safety officers, company managers, engineers, transport personnel,
waste disposal personnel, environmental health officers, trainees on industrial training courses and engineering students. This book provides concise and clear explanation and look-up data on properties,
exposure limits, flashpoints, monitoring techniques, personal protection and a host of other parameters and requirements relating to compliance with designated safe practice, control of hazards to people's
health and limitation of impact on the environment. The book caters for the multitude of companies, officials and public and private employees who must comply with the regulations governing the use,
storage, handling, transport and disposal of hazardous substances. Reference is made throughout to source documents and standards, and a Bibliography provides guidance to sources of wider ranging and
more specialized information. Dr Phillip Carson is Safety Liaison and QA Manager at the Unilever Research Laboratory at Port Sunlight. He is a member of the Institution of Occupational Safety and Health, of
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the Institution of Chemical Engineers' Loss Prevention Panel and of the Chemical Industries Association's `Exposure Limits Task Force' and `Health Advisory Group'. Dr Clive Mumford is a Senior Lecturer in
Chemical Engineering at the University of Aston and a consultant. He lectures on several courses of the Certificate and Diploma of the National Examining Board in Occupational Safety and Health. [Given 5
star rating] - Occupational Safety & Health, July 1994 - Loss Prevention Bulletin, April 1994 - Journal of Hazardous Materials, November 1994 - Process Safety & Environmental Prot., November 1994
A creeping sense of panic and paranoia characterized the Red Scare as millions of Americans began to subscribe to the belief that communists and socialists were infiltrating American institutions. This
compelling volume examines the Red Scare from diverse perspectives to facilitate discussions and research of relevant topics regarding this tense period of American history. Chapters examine topics such
as the conditions that spawned radical movements, the response to communist activity including blacklists and F.B.I. surveillance, initiatives in congress to stamp out threats from the Left, and the downfall
and aftermath of the Red Scare.
An interdisciplinary examination of the evolutionary breakthroughs that rendered the brain accessible to itself. In The Crucible of Consciousness, Zoltan Torey offers a theory of the mind and its central role in
evolution. He traces the evolutionary breakthrough that rendered the brain accessible to itself and shows how the mind-boosted brain works. He identifies what it is that separates the human's self-reflective
consciousness from mere animal awareness, and he maps its neural and linguistic underpinnings. And he argues, controversially, that the neural technicalities of reflective awareness can be neither
algorithmic nor spiritual—neither a computer nor a ghost in the machine. The human mind is unique; it is not only the epicenter of our knowledge but also the outer limit of our intellectual reach. Not to solve the
riddle of the self-aware mind, writes Torey, goes against the evolutionary thrust that created it. Torey proposes a model that brings into a single focus all the elements that make up the puzzle: how the brain
works, its functional components and their interactions; how language evolved and how syntax evolved out of the semantic substrate by way of neural transactions; and why the mind-endowed brain deceives
itself with entelechy-type impressions. Torey first traces the language-linked emergence of the mind, the subsystem of the brain that enables it to be aware of itself. He then explores this system: how
consciousness works, why it is not transparent to introspection, and what sense it makes in the context of evolution. The “consciousness revolution” and the integrative focus of neuroscience have made it
possible to make concrete formerly mysterious ideas about the human mind. Torey's model of the mind is the logical outcome of this, highlighting a coherent and meaningful role for a reflectively aware
humanity.

A guide to reading "The Crucible" with a critical and appreciative mind. Includes background on the author's life and times, sample tests, term paper suggestions, and a reading
list.
The CrucibleThe CrucibleStudy Guide and Student Workbook (Enhanced Ebook)BMI Educational ServicesCollege Chemistry Multiple Choice Questions and Answers
(MCQs)Quizzes & Practice Tests with Answer Key (College Chemistry Worksheets & Quick Study Guide)Bushra Arshad
A literary study guide that includes summaries and commentaries.
The revealing and deeply moving autobiography of one of the greatest American playwrights of the twentieth century.
From the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of ‘March’ and ‘People of the Book’. A young woman’s struggle to save her family and her soul during the extraordinary year of 1666,
when plague suddenly struck a small Derbyshire village.
Mariam is only fifteen when she is sent to Kabul to marry Rasheed. Nearly two decades later, a friendship grows between Mariam and a local teenager, Laila, as strong as the
ties between mother and daughter. When the Taliban take over, life becomes a desperate struggle against starvation, brutality and fear. Yet love can move a person to act in
unexpected ways, and lead them to overcome the most daunting obstacles with a startling heroism.
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